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Abstract

Precise point positioning (PPP) is an absolute spatial positioning technology different from carrier
phase relative positioning. With the continuous development of Global navigation satellite system
(GNSS), multi-constellation GNSS further provides PPP with more abundant observation information
and useful spatial geometric observations, which improves positioning performance and robustness. In
recent years, the un-difference and un-combined precise point positioning (UPPP) has been
continuously developing. Firstly, we introduce the basic theory of GNSS positioning and compare the
position performance between UPPP and ionospheric-free PPP (IF PPP). The positioning performance
of the four mainstream GNSS systems, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou, the PPP floating-point
solutions of the four satellite systems all converge within 60 minutes and their error are less than 10cm.
Secondly, a two-dimensional (2-d) model is proposed to fit the vertical total electronic content (VTEC)
in the ionosphere with the ionospheric delays extracted by UPPP. With the model constraining the
ionospheric delay in UPPP, the convergence is 2 minutes shorter than using the global ionospheric
map (GIM) from IGS. Thirdly, to solve the limitation of the traditional methods in 2d representation, a
method is proposed represent the ionosphere in 3D, called Compressed Sensing Tomography (CST).
Comparing the simulated single-difference slant total electron content (STEC) and the input single-
difference STEC between satellites, the root mean square (RMS) of the reference station’s error is less
than 1 TEC unit.

Keywords: Precise point positioning (PPP), Ionospheric delay, mathematical model of VTEC,
Compressed Sensing Tomography (CST).
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

After the satellite navigation system service first appeared in the 1970s, it has undergone more

than 40 years of development and improvement. Recently, with the Global Navigation

Satellite System (GNSS) developing, the constellation structure and positioning performance

have improved significantly. It consists of four main systems such as the GPS by USA,

GLONASS by Russia, Galileo by Europe and BDS by China. In addition, there are some

other regional systems like QZSS (Japan) and IRNSS (India). Besides, there are various

satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS) [1]. Concurrently, the data processing methods

of navigation satellites continue to develop, including Doppler positioning, pseudo-range

single point positioning (SPP), pseudo-range differential positioning (DGNSS), real-time

kinematic positioning (RTK), precise point positioning (PPP), network RTK, un-difference

network PPP –RTK [1]. Each positioning algorithm has its advantages and limitations.

Among them, Doppler positioning and SPP have low positioning accuracy. DGNSS has a

small use range due to the mismatch between use cost and positioning performance with the

influence of the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). RTK and network RTK are technologies that

are real-time and high-precision positioning. However, in the technology with RTK as the

core, the cooperation of base stations is required, which will increase application costs for

most users.

To gain a high precise position and lower cost, PPP has become an inevitable choice. PPP is

an absolute positioning method. It uses the precise satellite orbits and clock error correction

products provided by the International GNSS Service Organization (IGS) [2][3],

comprehensively considering the accurate revision of various error models, utilizing pseudo-

range and carrier phase observations of one receiver. Although PPP has developed for two

decades, and applications and research related to PPP still have been appeared. PPP still faces

a series of crucial technological breakthroughs in practical applications. First, due to the

technical characteristics of PPP (un-difference observation equation), it cannot use the inter-

station difference to decrease the adverse influences of related errors on the positioning results,

mostly due to the influences of unchecked initial phase deviation. It will result in un-

difference ambiguity parameters losing the integer characteristics, obtaining PPP floating-

point solutions. Secondly, due to factors such as pseudo-range noise, atmospheric delay error,

multipath, and other error sources, the initialization time of PPP is much longer than other
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methods. To gain a centimeter-level or even millimeter-level positioning results, it usually

costs 30 minutes or more for the first initialization time. The complicated environment may

cause the signal unlocking. And the re-initialization after the satellites unlocking also needs a

long time. The time is almost equal to the first initialization time.

What is more serious is that the receiver clock jumps and ionospheric scatter will also affect

the accuracy of PPP data processing. It may cause some unnecessary re-initialization

processes and significantly reduce its accuracy and efficiency. With multiple GNSS systems’

development, the combined positioning of multiple GNSS systems has much more satellites

and suitable spatial geometry, which can obtain more useful observation data. As a result, it

effectively improves positioning accuracy and shortens the convergence time. Meanwhile, the

use of an accurate ionospheric prior model can also significantly enhance the convergence

speed. In this thesis, we use open-source observation data such as international GNSS

reference sites or American CORS sites to position and extract the ionospheric delay through

UPPP. Then, the ionospheric delay estimated are fitted by a certain model. PPP users using a

priori ionospheric delay data as a constraint can significantly decrease the positioning

initialization time and effectively improve the positioning performance.

At present, more and more reference station networks are being established and improved

domestic and foreign. Regional reference stations can provide more GNSS observations,

which promote scholars or institutions to do much work to obtain high-precision ionospheric

data by processing the data. The popular ionospheric models is separated into two types. One

is using lots of prior observation data to analyse and fit a priori three-dimensional (3D)

electron density model, such as the International Reference Ionospheric Model (IRI) [4], the

NeQuick model [5], etc. These models have large fitting errors. The other is the real-time

ionospheric delay extracted from the observations of the regional reference station network.

Then, use these data to fit the ionosphere with the mathematical model [6]. This method

brings less error than the prior model. Due to the large real-time observations, the correction

satisfies the request of the PPP.

In summary, PPP can achieve high-precision absolute positioning, and regional observation

stations can obtain better ionospheric delay. Extracting ionospheric delay through the regional

stations’ observations and modeling the ionospheric delay also has essential significance for

high-precision positioning.
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1.2 Precise point positioning

The method, Precise point position (PPP) was first published in 1997 by researchers

(Zumberge. et al) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [2]. They proposed that a single receiver

can use precise ephemeris and precise clock offsets rather than the traditional broadcast

ephemeris to process single-point positioning. And it can easily reach centimeter-level

positioning. Later, NRCan of the Canadian Ministry of Natural Resources (Kouba et al.)

combined pseudo-range and carrier phase observations to eliminate the ionospheric first-order

effect, gaining centimeters results [7]. However, the noise of the traditional ionosphere-free

model is nearly three times larger than the original observations. In 2002, Gao et al. of

Calgary University proposed the method that using the ionosphere-free model and Half-sum

combination of code and phase, called Uofc model [8]. The model is reduced by half

compared with the original observations. In 2006, Keshin et al. put forward UPPP, which puts

a tropospheric and ionospheric delay as a solution [9]. In 2008 and 2009, several teams (Paul

Collins et al., Ge et al., Laurichesse et al.) proposed the UPPP with the ambiguity resolution

(PPP-AR), which reduces the convergence time apparently [10][11][12]. In 2010, Zhang

focused on UPPP algorithm based on GPS raw dual-frequency pseudo-range, carrier phase

data and tried to extract high-precision ionospheric delay values from the UPPP [13]. Geng et

al. used triple-frequency to perform PPP-AR, improving the success rate of gaining ambiguity

resolution [14]. Li et al. used GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou to position, comparing

their performance, respectively, in 2016 [15]. In 2018, Zhang discussed the theoretical and

practical aspects of PPP-RTK [16].

In conclusion, The UPPP can effectively use the observation information and extract the

required parameter information. With the improvement of GNSS and PPP algorithm, the

positioning accuracy and convergence are better than existing methods, which has become a

popular aspect of current research.

1.3 Ionosphere extraction and modeling

Ionospheric delay is the most influential error source in GNSS positioning, and the maximum

impact on the positioning can reach 100 meters. Scholars are committed to studying how to

build a high-precision ionospheric model to decrease the influence of the ionosphere.

The first step of the modeling is to extract the ionospheric delay. In 1985, Bishop and

Klobuchar utilized the relationship between ionospheric delay and frequency, which is named
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the geometry-free method [17]. The method contains a few other noises and is unreliable. In

1999, Schaer used carrier phase smoothed code to decrease the effect of the noise [18]. Zhang

suggested that using carrier phase smoothed code method contain more massive error at night,

so he improved the UPPP method, using UPPP to extract the ionospheric delay. It decreases

the effects of the multipath and observable noise, making the extracted results more accurate

[19]. However, the UPPP method cannot eliminate the impacts, so there is still a long way to

find a better approach.

The existing ionospheric models contain two aspects including empirical models that reflect

the changes in the ionosphere based on a large number of observations, such as the IRI model

[4], NeQuick model [5], Klobuchar model [1]. The other one is a mathematical model fitted

by real-time observations. It always has a good correction on ionosphere delay, about 80%.

Usually, the ionospheric delay extracted by UPPP contains the hardware delay deviation of

the receiver and the satellite. The hardware delay will be constant during a specific period.

Lanyi used GPS observation data to extract STEC and gave a third-order polynomial model

for ionospheric TEC modeling in 1988 [20]. The accuracy of modeled ionospheric TEC

reached 1TECU using GPS. In 1993, JPL Lab proposed the triangular grid method to

interpolate to establish a global ionospheric TEC model based on observation data of dozens

of GPS monitoring stations distributed around the world and compared the results with

spherical harmonics [21]. After 1998, IGS, CODE, JPL, UPC, ESA, NRCan, and other

institutions submitted ionospheric product documents. In 2016, the Chinese Academy of

Sciences (CAS/IGG) and Wuhan University (WHU) participated in IGS as ionospheric

analysis centers. Table 1.1 shows the ionospheric modeling strategy of IGS IACCs.

In recent years, two-dimension ionospheric modeling based on thin shell models and

empirical projection functions has been illustrated to have limited performance. New methods

are proposed to reconstruct the 3D ionospheric electron density inversion technology, called

ionospheric tomography. However, due to the small number of ground stations and

inhomogeneous distribution, the amount of observation data is limited, which results in the

tomographic result not being able to invert the electron density well. Over the years, two

algorithms have been formed in ionospheric tomography. One is a non-iterative algorithm,

which is using normalization, orthogonal algorithm, SVD, mixed reconstruction, and some

other algorithms. In 2007, ESA proposed a method that is using the Chapman function as a

basis, then integrating the ionospheric profile data obtained from the altimeter and GPS
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occultation to realize 3D ionospheric modeling [25]. Jon Bruno performed spatial modeling

based on the observations scanned by incoherent scattering radar (ISR) [26]. The other is an

iterative algorithm represented by algebraic reconstruction. This method iteratively projects

the GNSS rays on the hyperplane to obtain the electron density. Orhan et al. used Total Least

Squares (TLS), Regularized Least Squares, Algebraic Reconstruction Technology (ART), and

hybrid algorithms, and compared with the IRI model for 3D tomographic modeling [27].

Based on ART, Yuan Yunbin proposed to use the previous results to adjust the relaxation

parameter vector to increase calculation efficiency [28].

Table 1.1 the ionospheric modeling strategy of IGS IACCs [22][23][24]

Agency modeling method Mathematic model System

CODE

Global ionosphere modeling

Spherical harmonic function GPS+GLONASS

ESA Spherical harmonic function GPS

JPL
Triangle mesh function+ Bicubic spline

function
GPS

WHU Spherical harmonic function GPS

CAS/IGG
Inter-station area + Global

ionosphere modeling

Generalized trigonometric series

function + Spherical harmonic function
GPS+GLONASS

EMR
Distributed modeling site by

site
tomographic function GPS+GLONASS

UPC
Distributed modeling site by

site
tomographic function GPS

IGS The weighted average of each analysis center

1.4 Research goal and contents

1.4.1 Research goal

Recently, GNSS has developed quickly. The intelligence and automation of society have also

increased requirements for positioning accuracy and convergence time. Moreover, the

requirements for the accuracy of ionospheric models that affect positioning performance have

also increased. This thesis focuses on the performance of PPP, extracting the slant total

electronic content (STEC) based on the GNSS observations and modeling the ionospheric

layer. The main purpose are listed as follows:
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(1)The thesis builds a GNSS positioning algorithm platform to make the positioning results

reach centimeter-level with 10-60min based on four navigation systems and compares the

performance of four systems;

(2)The UPPP algorithm is used to extract ionospheric delay and estimates the performance of

the ionospheric delays

(3)A single-layer VTEC model based on mathematical function is proposed to model the

ionospheric layers and improve the positioning performance in the PPP algorithm.

(4)This thesis utilizes the tomographic algorithm to solve the single layer assumption’s

limitation and creates a three-dimension electronic density. Then, experiments verify the

superiority of the algorithm.

1.4.2 Research contents

This thesis discusses the critical issues in the GNSS positioning and ionospheric inversion and

the corresponding research goals. The main chapters are arranged in the following:

Chapter 1 introduces the background of PPP and ionosphere extraction and modeling

researches in detail. Then, the critical issues unsolved are summarized. Finally, we conclude

the research goals and the main research contents of this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the precise point positioning function models and statistic models. Then,

the characteristics of the three models and the differences between them are summarized.

Then we list the error source in the GNSS propagation and analyze what extent they affect

and how to decrease their effects. American CORS data are process to implement the position

based on four navigation systems and analyze their performance.

Chapter 3 introduces the basic features of the ionosphere in time and space distribution and

their activities. Then, comparison among the typical ionospheric delay extracting methods are

provided. Realize the ionospheric delay extraction method of the UPPP model.

Chapter 4 introduces the mathematic model and its feature, respectively. Then, we implement

the algorithm based on the regional American CORS stations and use the PPP algorithm with

the model constraints to verify the models’ precision

Chapter 5 proposes a Tomography model and introduces its theory. Then, we implement the

regional 3D electron density modeling based on the American CORS stations and verify the

feasibility of the algorithm, analyze the differences and advantages with traditional methods.
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Chapter 6 summarizes the main research work of the thesis. Then we propose the next step for

future work.

1.5 Summary

This chapter introduces the background of PPP and modeling to explain why it is significant

for research, introduces recent researches about PPP, ionospheric delays extraction, and

ionospheric modeling. Then a summaries about the critical issues unsolved at present are

gained. Finally, on this basis, the research goals and main research content of this thesis is

determined.
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2 Precise point positioning

This chapter will introduce some PPP functions: the IF PPP, the UofC PPP, and the UPPP

model in Section 2.1. Also, in Section 2.2, some stochastic models are presented for

calculating the weight of the GNSS observations.

Error models are also an essential part of PPP. We list the error source and how to solve it

with the empirical models or available correction data in Section 2.3. PPP algorithm is

designed based on the RTKLIB, improving the PPP performance. Then, the results of PPP

using IGS stations’ GNSS observations are shown and the differences between the four

systems is analyzed.

2.1 PPP function

Code and carrier phase are the two basic GNSS observations. The code is measured by

measuring the time a signal goes through from satellite to receiver, naming pseudo-range [1].

Usually, the noise of the pseudo-range is at the decimeter level. The carrier phase

measurements are better, at about millimeter level. The variances of them are 2 20.3 m and
2 20.003 m respectively. Code and carrier phase measurement of two frequencies can construct

the different PPP model.

2.1.1 IF PPP

Kouba et al. utilized dual frequencies to eliminate the effect of the first order of ionospheric

delay by a linear combination, which is known as the traditional IF model [7].

2 2
1 2

, 1, 2,2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2

, , ,if if if

s s s
if k k k

s s s s s s
k k k k P P k others k P

f fP P P
f f f f

c t c t T d d    

 
 

       
(2-1)

2 2
1 2

, 1, 2,2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2

, , ,if if if

s s s
if k k k

s s s s s s
k k k k If If k others k

f f
f f f f

c t c t T b b N       

    
 

        
(2-2)

Where,

,
s
if kP is the pseudo-range of IF model;
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1,
s
kP , 2,

s
kP is the pseudo-range receivers received based on different frequencies, L1 and L2;

,
s
if k is the carrier phase measurement of the IF model;

1,
s
k , 2,

s
k is the carrier phase measurement receivers received at frequencies L1 and L2,

respectively;

1 2,f f is the frequencies of L1 and L2, respectively;

s
k is the geometric distance between the satellite at the time of signal transmission and the

receiver when the signal is received;

c is the speed of the light;

kt , st is the receiver and satellite clock offset, respectively

s
kT is tropospheric delay;

, ifk Pd ,
if

s
Pd is the receiver and satellite hardware delay of pseudo-range, respectively;

, ifkb  ,
if

sb is the receiver and satellite hardware delay of carrier phase measurement,

respectively;

If is IF wavelength.

2 2
1 2

1 1 2 22 2 2 2
1 2 1 2- -If
f fN N N

f f f f
   , it is the ambiguity resolution of the IF model, which is equal

to the combination of two frequencies’ observations’ ambiguity resolution;

1N , 2N is the ambiguity resolution of L1 and L2 respectively;

, if

s
k P , , if

s
k  is the noise of the pseudo-range and carrier phase.

,
s
k others are the other errors that are not related to frequency, including earth rotation,

relativistic effects, tide corrections, etc.
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PPP usually eliminates the satellite orbit error and satellite clock error with precise ephemeris

and precise satellite clock products. So the model above has eliminated those errors. The

hardware delay deviation caused by the RF front-end and the signal processor has the same

effect on the satellite signal of all channels on the same frequency, the receiver clock

difference can absorb it during positioning [29]. Because ambiguity resolution will absorb the

initial phase deviation of the satellite, it is not be considered this error in the float solution.

The empirical models can fix some other errors irrelevant to frequency.

The unknown parameters that need to be solved are the receiver positions in ECEF, the

receiver clock offset, the zenith tropospheric wet delay, IF ambiguity. These parameters can

be estimated by the least square method (LSQ) and Kalman filter (KF). Also, for kinematic

PPP, the receiver’s speed and acceleration can help improve the solution.

2.1.2 UofC PPP

The UofC is developed by Gao (Calgary 2001), which utilizes the means of the code and

carrier phase measurement [8] and combines with the IF PPP’s carrier phase equation. The

main idea shows in the following:

1 1 1

, ,1 1, 1,

, 1 , 1 1 , ,

1 ( )
2

1 1( )
2 2 UofC

s s s
UofC k k k

s s s s s s s
k k k k P P k k others k P

P P

c t c t T d d b b N      

 

          
(2-3)

2 2 2 2

, ,2 2, 2,

, , 2 2 , ,

1 ( )
2

1 1( )
2 2 UofC

s s s
UofC k k k

s s s s s s s
k k k k P P k k others k P

P P

c t c t T d d b b N      

 

          
(2-4)

Where,

1,k Pd ,
2,k Pd is the receiver hardware delay of different frequencies in pseudo-range;

1

s
Pd ,

2

s
Pd is satellite hardware delay of different frequencies in pseudo-range ;

1,kb  ,
2,kb  is the receiver hardware delay of different frequencies in carrier phase

measurement;
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1

sb ,
2

sb is satellite hardware delay of different frequencies in carrier phase measurement;

1 , 2 is the wavelength of the L1 and L2 respectively;

Others are the same as defined above;

The formulas 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 made up the UofC model. As the function shows, the UofC

model eliminates the effect of the ionosphere in GNSS propagation according to the criterion

that the ionosphere delay has the characteristics of similar values and opposite signs in the

code pseudo-range and carrier phase observations. But it cannot eliminate the Differential

Code Bias (DCB) in satellite and receiver by Timing Group Delay (TGD) parameters from

ephemeris or DCB correction broadcasted from IGS centers [30]. The noise of the UofC

model is reduced by half compared with the raw observations, and the noise of the IF model is

nearly three times larger than the raw observations.

2.1.3 UPPP

Traditional IF PPP and UofC PPP works through the combination of the pseudo-range and

carrier phase to eliminate the effect of the ionosphere. However, this will lead to incomplete

information. For solving this problem, Keshin et al. proposed the UPPP model based on raw

observations [9]. In 2011, Zhang studied further to extract the ionosphere [19].

, , , ,

, , , ,

j j j

j j j

s s s s s s s s
j k k k k j k k P P k others k P

s s s s s s s s
j k k k k j k k k others j j k

P c t c t T I d d

c t c t T I b b N

     

        

        

          
(2-5)

Where,

j is the parameter of the ionospheric delay;

s
kI is the ionospheric delay along with the sight between receiver and satellite at the frequency jf ;

The other symbol definitions are the same as above.

Also, , j j

s
k P Pd d is transferred as the following formula:

1 1 2 1 2 1

2 2
2 2

, , , ,2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2

( ) ( )
IF IF

s s s s
k P P k P k P k P P P P

f fd d d d d d d d
f f f f

      
 

(2-6)
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2 2 2 1 2 1

2 2
1 1

, , , ,2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2

( ) ( )
IF IF

s s s s
k P P k P k P k P P P P

f fd d d d d d d d
f f f f

      
 

(2-7)

From the 2-6 and 2-7, the definition consists of two parts. The first one is the DCB of the

receiver and satellite, which can be stated like this:
2 1, ,k k P k PB d d  and

2 1

s s s
P PB d d  .

, IFk Pd is absorbed in the receiver clock error, reducing unknown parameters.
IF

s
Pd is included in

the precision clock error of IGS and eliminated by clock error products.
2 1

2
2

, ,2 2
1 2

( )k P k P
f d d

f f




and
2 1

2
2

2 2
1 2

( )s s
P P

f d d
f f




will be absorbed by the ionosphere [30].

2.2 Stochastic model

The stochastic model is to evaluate the observations’ quality, which contributes to weight the

observations and accelerate finding the solution. The noise of the observations is related to the

elevation and SNR.

2.2.1 Stochastic model about elevation

Usually, the form
2 ( )f E  state the stochastic models. Scholars have invented various

stochastic models, the most popular models are the exponential function model(Barnes, 1998)

and the sine or cosine function model(Bernese, GAMIT).

The exponential function model needs a standard deviation of observations near the zenith �0

and a reference elevation �0 [31], the model is :

 0
2/2 2

0 1 E Eae    (2-8)

Another one just needs two initial empirical parameters [32][33]. then,

2 2 2 2cosa b E   or 2 2 2 2/ sina b E   (2-9)

2.2.2 Stochastic model about SNR

The receiver SNR is related to factors such as atmospheric delay error, multipath effects,

antenna gain, and internal receiver circuits. It reflects the data quality of the observations to a
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certain extent and can be used to measure the noise level of the observations. The famous

model is similar to 2-8 (Liu, 2002) [34]:

0

2

2 2
0 1

S
Sae 

 
   

 
(2-10)

2.3 Error source in GNSS propagation

In section 2.1, we have known that various errors in GNSS propagation can interfere with the

positioning results. Moreover, there are some process strategies to eliminate them, which will

lead to a more accurate position result. In the following sections, they are introduced them in

three aspects: how they produce, what extent they affect, and how to correct them.

2.3.1 Precise satellite orbit and clock correction

In terms of SPP, the broadcast ephemeris contains he satellites’ information, where we can get

information about satellite orbit and clock information. However, there is a large error in the

calculated orbit information and the satellite clock offset in the broadcast ephemeris, which is

not suitable for the PPP algorithm. So precise satellite orbit information and clock correction

are essential. IGS is an international agency providing precise satellite orbit information and

clock correction [35]. Table 2.1 shows the main products IGS provides.

The IGS products are updated every five minutes to fifteen minutes. But the GNSS

observations are updated at a high frequency. So we usually use Lagrange interpolation to get

the accurate satellite orbit and clock offset [1].

It takes approximately 70ms for the GNSS signal to travel from the satellite to the receiver, at

the speed of light. So the transmission time transT is need to considered. We can correct this

error with 2-11.

s
trans rece

PT tt
c

   (2-11)

Where, recet is the receiver receiving time. P is pseudo-range.
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Table 2.1 Satellite ephemeris / Satellite Clocks [3]

When the signal is transmitted, the Earth still rotates. In the following circumstance when the

transmission time is fixed, we need to calculate the conversion between the satellite positions

at the launching time and at the receiving time, which is also called the Sagnac effect. This

error takes about 200ns, corrected by formulas 2-12, 2-13.

 sat sat
rcv trans* * Er R t r  (2-12)

sat
trans 0 

rcvr r
t

c


  (2-13)

E is the Earth’s rotation speed. sat
rcvr and sat

transr is the satellites’ position at receiving and

launching time. R is the rotation matrix along the Z-axis. 0
rcvr is the receiver’s position. t is

to calculate the transmission time in a geometric distance between the sat
transr and 0

rcvr [36].
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2.3.2 Relativity

The influence of relativity accounts for two aspects, time and transmission path. Because the

pseudo-range is measured by the receiver’s and satellite’s atomic clock to calculate their

difference. According to Special Relativity, the satellite's speed is much faster than Earth’s

rotation, which cause time bias. Relative correction caused by satellite orbit eccentricity is

calculated [37].

22
sat sat

r
r vt
c


   (2-14)

Also, the gravitational field can cause the GNSS transmission delay, about 2cm. Then we take

it into account and correct the geometric distance by 2-15.

2

2 ln
sat rec sat

rec
rel sat rec sat

recc
  
  

 


 
(2-15)

 is the gravitational constant, about 8 3 23986004.418 0 /1 m s . sat and rec respectively

represent the geocentric distance of the satellite and the geocentric distance of the receiver.
sat
rec denotes the geometric distance between the receiver and satellite [7].

2.3.3 Satellite and receiver antenna phase center offset and variation

The satellite’s position calculated by ephemeris is satellite centroid coordinates. But in the

real process, the signal is launched by the satellite antenna. Then it brings the error about the

coordinates of the antenna phase center. With the move of the satellite, the antenna will move

to point towards the Earth [7].

Usually, The error are stated by phase center offset (PCO) and phase center variation (PCV).

These two parameters can get from the IGS. The PCO is to calculate the precise satellite

position. We need to define a satellite-fixed coordinate system with the satellite's centroid as

the origin. Then, the phase center is converted by coordinate conversion. The PCV is to

calculate the residue of pseudo-range and carrier phase measurement. It relies on elevation

and azimuth. After reading directly, the PCV corresponding to the current nadir angle can be

obtained by interpolation after the known nadir angle [38].
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2.3.4 Phase wind-up

The signals GNSS transmits are right-handed circularly polarized(RHCP) signals. Therefore,

the carrier phase observations obtained from the phase difference between the satellite and

receiver signals depends on the relative position of the receiver’s and the satellite’s antenna.

The mutual change of the antenna will cause the phase of the measured carrier to change,

which is called phase wind-up, which can reach a cycle at most [39].

To reduce the effect,first, we calculate the significant dipole vector by 2-16, 2-17.

 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆx x xd e p p e p e     


(2-16)

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )xd n p p n p e    


(2-17)

Where,

p̂ is the unit vector between the satellite and the receiver;

 ˆ ˆ, ,ˆx y ze e e is satellite-fixed coordinate system unit vector;

 ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,n e u is the local receiver unit vector;

d 


and d


are the effective dipole of receiver antenna and satellite antenna determined by

 ˆ ˆ, ,ˆx y ze e e and  ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,n e u respectively.

Then,the carrier phase wind-up correction amount  is gained:

  ˆsign arccos
| |

d dp d d
d d








 
      

 

  
  (2-18)

  ˆsign p d d 
 

is used to judge the quadrant. arccos
| |

d d

d d





 
 

  
 

 
  is correction.
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2.3.5 Site displacement

2.3.5.1 Solid tides

Solid tides are the deformation of the Earth because of the influence from the gravitational

attraction forces of Sun, Moon, and some others planets. As a result, the reference point on

the Earth will displace permanently and periodically. The displacement can be 30 cm and 50

cm in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively.

Spherical harmonics can represent solid tides. ‘Love’ and ‘Shida’ state the degree and order

of the spherical. In solid tides correction, they are correspond to the geographic location of the

station and the tidal frequency. To get the accuracy of 5mm, we request to consider the effect

of the Sun and Moon. A Second-degree tide and an additional altitude correction term can

satisfy the request [1].

2.3.5.2 Polar tides

Polar tides are the periodic deformation of the crust caused by the instantaneous rotation axis

of the Earth. The errors it caused are about 25mm in the vertical direction and 7mm in the

horizontal direction. The Polar tides change at different times. It can make the position result

more accurate. According to the corrected parameters from the IGS, the model is (2-19)

   
   
   

ole ole ole ole

ole ole ole ole

ole ole ole ole

9cos(2 ) cos sin

9sin( ) sin cos

33sin(2 ) cos sin

p p p p

p p p p

p p p p

X X Y Y

X X Y Y

r X X Y Y

   

   

  

       
      
       

(2-19)

The latitude and longitude correction of the station (  ,  ) changes with the variation of

the pole coordinate  ,pole pole pole poleX X Y Y  [40].

2.3.5.3 Ocean loading tides

Ocean loading tides are different from solid tides and polar tides. It is not requested all the

time. In static PPP during a twenty-four-hour period or station far away from the ocean (about

1000km or more), we do not take it into account [7][40]. The ocean loading tides can lead to

centimeter-level error.
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2.3.6 Differential code bias

Differential code bias (DCB) is the hardware delay of the satellites and receiver causing the

error in GNSS observations. It is eliminated this error in traditional IF PPP, but the error is a

critical error source in the UPPP or SPP model [41]. Now IGS provides the DCB files of the

four central navigation systems to correct the error directly. However, this file only provides

the satellites’ DCB. For receivers, errors of the receivers’ DCBs are absorbed into the

receivers’ clock error and can be estimated when ionospheric constraint exists .

2.3.7 Tropospheric effects

The troposphere is the closest to the ground in the atmosphere, less than 20km. Also, this part

can cause the refraction of the GNSS signal, called the tropospheric delay. Due to its neutral

feature, the delay is not affected by system frequency. Wherefore, it is the reason why the

delay cannot use the dual-frequency combination to eliminate.

The tropospheric delay consists of two aspects when processing. The first is called the static

or dry delay, which is associated with the higher part of the troposphere. It accounts for the

most influence of the total tropospheric delay, about 90%. And the other part is called the

non-static water, also called the wet delay, which is associated with the lower part of the

troposphere. It consists of most of the water vapor [1]. The dry delay is easy to model, but the

wet delay cannot. The main factor is the irregularity of water vapor. Also, the tropospheric

delay is associated with the transmission path and elevation. So the formula is 2-20.

( ) ( )dry dry wet wetT Z M Elev Z M Elev  (2-20)

Where Elev is the elevation, dryZ and wetZ are zenith delay corresponding to the dry and wet

delay, respectively. dryM and wetM are the corresponding mapping function.

Saastanoinen model can fit the dry delay part.

6
0.00227680

1 0.00266cos(2 ) 0.280 10dry
PZ

h 
  

(2-21)

Where P is pressure, the unit is mill bar.

Usually, the popular mapping functions are Neal mapping function (NMF) [42], Vienna

mapping function(VMF) [43], global mapping function(GMF) [44]. Due to the NMF and
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VMF have some drawbacks, the popular method is GMF. And usually, the mapping function

based on the temperature is.

1
1

1( )
sin

sin
sin

a
b
cm E aE bE
E c










(2-22)

Where a, b, c are the parameters depending on the temperature on ground, station latitude,

station height. More details show in the following.

0
28Acos 2

365
DOYa a      

 
(2-23)

0.0029b  (2-24)

11
0 10

28cos 2 1 (1 cos )
365 2

cDOYc c c 
            

   
(2-25)

Where, 0a and A is the mean and season value. 0c , 10c and 11c are the value in table 2.3.

Table 2.2 0c 10c and 11c value

0c 10c 11c 

northern Hemisphere 0.0620 0.000 0.006 0

Southern Hemisphere 0.0621 0.001 0.006 π

The mapping works under the assumption of a symmetrical azimuthal atmosphere around the

GNSS site. It can work for most situations. However, under the influence of local and

regional climate and weather conditions, the atmospheric delay at a constant elevation angle

will vary slightly with the azimuth direction. Gradient and the wet tropospheric delay need to

be estimated together to achieve the highest precision positioning application. The gradient

mapping function expression is as follows.

 1( , ) cos( ) sin( )
sin( ) tan( )gr N EM Azi Elev G Azi G Azi

Elev Elev C
 


(2-26)
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Where Azi and Elev stand for azimuth and altitude, respectively. NG and EG are the north-

south and the east-west direction. If the two are estimated independently, C is 0.0031 and

0.0007, but this method is challenging to use, usually only the total gradient C is estimated to

be 0.0032 [1].

2.3.8 Cycle slip and clock jump

Usually, the cycle slip and clock jump can make centimeter-level or meter-level position error.

The existence of cycle slip is usually manifested as discontinuity of observations, which will

lead to a more massive error in the positioning and more convergence time of PPP. Thence, it

is a specific error that is significant. The popular methods are Melbourne-Wubeena(MW)

combination and geometry-free(GF) combination [48].

MW combination is an advantageous method in identifying cycle slips. The main idea is in 2-

28.
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(2-28)

Where,

WLL and NLP are the wide-lane(WL) of the carrier phase measurement and narrow-lane(NL) of

the pseudo-range;

m is the narrow-lane wavelength;

m is the mean of i
MWN ;

a is constant and  is the std.

Geometry-free combination of the carrier phase measurement is another method that can

cooperate with the MW combination for cycle slip detection. It uses the adjacent epoch error

and compares it with a certain threshold to judge if there is a cycle slip.
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The internal time scale of geodetic and navigation GNSS receivers generally uses relatively

inexpensive quartz clocks, which are less stable than the high-precision atomic clocks on the

satellite side. As the measurement progresses, the clock error of the receiver will gradually

drift, resulting in the continuous accumulation of synchronization errors between the

receiver's internal clock and GPS time. To keep the receiver's internal clock synchronized

with the GPS time as much as possible, when the receiver clock error drifts to a certain

threshold, most receiver manufacturers control the insertion of the clock jump to ensure that

the synchronization accuracy is within a specific range. There are generally four types of

receiver clock jumps. Their characters show in Table 2.3 [49].

Table 2.3 characters of clock jump

Type Receiver clock pseudo-range Carrier phase

1 jump continuous continuous

2 jump jump continuous

3 continuous jump continuous

4 continuous jump jump

For the first and fourth types of clock jumps, because their pseudo-range and phase changes

are the same, they can generally be estimated together with cycle slips. For the second and

third types of clock jumps, the pseudo-range and phase change methods are different, which

may cause During cycle slip detection, the mutation of the test volume is far greater than the

cycle slip detection threshold.

There are roughly two modes of clock jump detection. One is based on the parameter domain.

According to the previously estimated receiver clock error parameters, it is judging whether

there is a clock jump by analyzing the change between the epochs; the other is based on

observation range, by analyzing the continuity of observations to detect whether there is a

clock jump. Since the second method is more time-sensitive, the second method is generally

used [50].

2.3.9 Ionospheric effects

The ionosphere is at a height range from 60 to 20000km above the surface. There will be

refraction in the ionospheric layer, causing group delay and phase advance. The ionosphere

can lead to meter-level error. A broadcast model or Global Ionosphere Map (GIM) can correct

the ionospheric effect. Users can gain the broadcast model’s parameters from navigation
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ephemeris and use them to correct ionospheric delay in SPP. There are some popular models

used for satellite systems, the Klobuchar model used in GPS, The BDGIM in BDS-3. For the

Klobuchar model, it assumes that there is a thin shell model at the height of 350 km. This

model contains eight parameters ( 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3, , , , , , ,        ) receiving from the navigation

ephemeris. The daytime correction mode is a simple cosine format, while the nighttime

correction mode is a constant value of 5ns. The details of the model lists in the 2-27 [45].
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Where pT is equal to 50400. m is the geomagnetic latitude. The Klobuchar model can fix

about 50% error of the ionospheric delay.

Galileo uses the NeQuick model to correct the ionospheric effect. The NeQuick model is a 3D

model, which is different from the Klobuchar model [5]. That is the reason that it is better

than the Klobuchar model. It only needs three parameters to calculate the ionospheric delay

and can fix 70% error [46]. Other models like BDGIM and NTCM-BC also decrease the

effect of the ionosphere. Since of seldom use, we won’t talk about it here.

Another method is the Global Ionospheric Map(GIM), which is calculated by continuous

GNSS observation rather than an empirical model. IGS can provide GIM in IONEX format.

Its spatial resolution is 5° in latitude and 2.5° in longitude. It is updated every two hours

before 2015 and every hour after 2015. The accuracy of GIM is about 2-8TECU, and it is

about 0.32-1.28 meters on the L1 frequency of GPS [47].

2.4 Error budget and positioning flowchart

The following table lists the error sources, their error levels, how to decrease their effect

mentioned in chapter 2.3. After these errors are corrected, centimeter-level positioning

accuracy can be obtained, which will also benefit accurate Ionospheric observations

extraction.
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Table 2.4 Error source and correction

Error sources Effect Compensated Methods

Satellite orbit ~1.0m ~2.5 cm Precise satellite orbit and
clock offset

Satellite clock ~0.75 m ~2.25 cm

Sagnac effect ~75 m ~mm level

Relativistic effects ~up to a meter ~mm level

Satellite PCV and
PCO

~2 m ~cm level IGS ANTEX

Receiver PCV and
PCO

depends Absorbed in receiver clock

Phase wind-up ~2-4 cm (up to one-
half cycle)

~mm level Yaw-attitude model

Solid tides ~dm level ~mm level IERS 2010

Ocean loading ~cm level ~mm level

Polar tides ~cm level ~mm level

Satellite DCBs ~m level ~0.1ns IGS products

Receiver DCBs ~m level Absorbed in receiver clock in IF
combination

Tropospheric effect ~2 m for ZHD ~mm level Saastamoinen model

~up to dm for ZWD Estimated Estimation

Ionospheric effect ~2-10 m for vertical
delays

Depends Corrected by model or GIM

~cm level Estimation

For the above introduction, the flowchart of PPP is shown in Figure 2.1. The input files are

Precise satellite orbit file (.SP3), Precise satellite clock file (.ClK), Global ionospheric map

file (.I), Differential code bias file (.DCB), Satellite and receiver antenna file (.atx), Polar tide

file (.eop), Ocean loading tide file (.blq). We use LSQ to do a single point position, gaining

the approximate coordinate. In this step, we also need to execute Receiver Autonomous

Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) to exclude the abnormal observations. We use the specific

model or available correction data to reduce the effect of the error sources. Also, the cycle slip

and clock jump detection is important. The former steps are about the process of observations.

Then, we gain the precise satellite orbits and clock offsets From IGS. After these preprocesses,

we calculate the position and other unknown parameters by the KF.
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Figure 2.1 PPP flowchart

2.5 Experimental results and analysis

In this section, we designed the PPP algorithm based on the RTKLIB and improved the

performance of the IF PPP, and focusing on the design of the UPPP. Using the GNSS
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observations from the IGS Urum station on May 10th, 2020. The positioning algorithm is

controlled according to the observation strategies in Table 2.5:

Table 2.5 Strategies of UPPP/IF

Model UPPP/IF

observation Raw GNSS data

Sample rate The 30s for the static test

Cut-off angle 7

GF threshold for cycle slip 0.1m

Satellite PCO/PCV Igs.atx

Solid earth/tides IERS 2010

Receiver clock Random walk method

Troposphere Saastamoinen model to solve dry delay and
estimated wet delays

Ionosphere estimated

First, the data quality analysis of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou satellites, SNR, and DOP

is compared. Then, every four hours as a set of data is used to reinitialize. Next, the

convergence performance and positioning accuracy are compared. Finally, the feasibility of

the algorithm is verified.

The GPS results shown in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2(a) provide the visible period of GPS

satellites on the day. Figure 2.2(b) shows that the visible number of GPS satellites is 7-12 and

The average values of GDOP, PDOP, HDOP, VDOP are 1.7, 1.5, 0.8, 1.3. Figure 2.2(c) is

about the measured SNR, multipath, elevation, and other parameters. The SNR range is about

30-55dB, the multipath influence is within two meters, and the SNR changes with the

Elevation. The IF PPP can achieve the average convergence time of 39 minutes, and the

convergence error is 0.01m, -0.004m, 0.025m according to Figure 2.2(d). The UPPP can

achieve the average convergence time of 37.3 minutes, and the convergence error is 0.007m, -

0.004m, 0.023m. For GPS, the UPPP method’s performance is better than the IF method’s,

mainly in convergence time.
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a)Visible period of GPS

b)Visible number and DOP value of GPS satellites

—visible number —GDOP —PDOP —HDOP —VDOP
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c)SNR, multipath, the elevation of observation of GPS observation

d)Positioning ENU error of GPS

Figure 2.2 Performance of GPS. (a), (b), (c) is the analysis of the GPS observations. (d) shows the results with IF
PPP and UPPP.

The performance of the GLONASS shown in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3(a) provides the visible

period of GLONASS satellites on the day. Figure 2.3(b) contains the visible number and DOP

value of GLONASS satellites. The visible number is about 5-9 satellites. The average values

of GDOP, PDOP, HDOP, VDOP are 2.7, 2.4, 1.3, 1.9, respectively. Figure 2.3(c) shows the

measured SNR, multipath, elevation, and other parameters. The SNR range is about 30-55dB,

SNR=…45…40…35…30…25<25

—IF —UPPP
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the multipath influence is within four meters, and the SNR changes with the altitude angle.

The IF PPP can achieve the average convergence time of 45 minutes, and the convergence

error is 0.011m, -0.004m, 0.036m according to Figure 2.3(d). The UPPP can achieve the

average convergence time of 40 minutes, and the convergence error is 0.025m, -0.006m,

0.037m. Also for the UPPP and IF PPP, the conclusion is similar with GPS.

a)Visible period of GLONASS

b)Visible number and DOP value of GLONASS satellites

—visible number —GDOP —PDOP —HDOP —VDOP
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c)SNR, multipath, the elevation of observation of GLONASS observation

d)Positioning ENU error of GLONASS

Figure 2.3 Performance of GLONASS. (a), (b), (c) is the analysis of the GLONASS observations. (d) shows the
results with IF PPP and UPPP.

The results of Galileo is shown in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4(a) provide the visible period of

Galileo satellites on the day. It can be seen that the visible number and DOP value of Galileo

satellites in Figure 2.4(b), about 4-10 satellites. The average values of GDOP, PDOP, HDOP,

VDOP are 4, 3.0, 1.3, 2.7. Figure 2.4(c) shows the measured SNR, multipath, elevation, and

other parameters. The SNR range is about 23-55dB, the multipath influence is within two

meters, and the SNR changes with the altitude angle. In Figure 2.4(d), due to lack of the

SNR=…45…40…35…30…25<25

—IF —UPPP
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visible satellites in Galileo, the DOP value is high, and the positioning convergence is not

very good. Abnormal DOP or few obsevables will make the receiver not work. The UPPP

model will be affected by the ionospheric delay, and the IF model will be better than UPPP

model at some times.

a)Visible period of Galileo

b)Visible number and DOP value of Galileo satellites

—visible number —GDOP —PDOP —HDOP —VDOP
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c)SNR, multipath, the elevation of observation of Galileo observation

d)Positioning ENU error of Galileo

Figure 2.4 Performance of Galileo. (a), (b), (c) is the analysis of the Galileo observations. (d) shows the results
with IF PPP and UPPP

Beidou's results are in the follows. Figure 2.5(a) shows the visible period of Beidou satellites

on the day. Figure 2.5(b) shows the visible number and DOP value of Beidou satellites. The

green line represents the visible number, which is about 13-18 satellites. The average values

of GDOP, PDOP, HDOP, VDOP are 1.7, 1.5, 0.9, 1.1 respectively. Figure 2.5(c) shows the

measured SNR, multipath, elevation, and other parameters. The SNR range is about 25-55dB,

the multipath influence is within two meters, and the SNR changes with the altitude angle.

The IF PPP can achieve the average convergence time of 62 minutes, and the convergence

SNR=…45…40…35…30…25<25

—IF —UPPP
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error is 0.006m, -0.0256m, 0.0073m according to Figure 2.4(d). The UPPP can achieve the

average convergence time of 60 minutes, and the convergence error is 0.002m, -0.0255m,

0.072m. For the UPPP and IF PPP, we can get the same conclusion with GPS and GLONASS.

However, Beidou’s performance is worse than GPS’s even its visible satellites and DOPs are

better.

a)Visible period of Beidou

b)Visible number and DOP value of Beidou satellites

—visible number —GDOP —PDOP —HDOP —VDOP
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c)SNR, multipath, the elevation of observation of Beidou observation

d)Positioning ENU error of Beidou

Figure 2.5 Performance of Beidou. (a), (b), (c) is the analysis of the Beidou observations. (d) shows the results
with IF PPP and UPPP

At the same time, we use the combined positioning of GPS, GLONASS, and Beidou to verify

the UPPP results further. It shows that the number of satellites has significantly increased,

about 26-35. The fusion of the three systems has a better geometric position distribution than

the single system. The values of GDOP, PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP are also apparently

reduced, and their average values are 1.0, 0.9, 0.5, and 0.7, respectively. Figure 2.6 shows that

SNR=…45…40…35…30…25<25

—IF —UPPP
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positioning performance has also improved. The average convergence time is 18.5min, and

the ENU positioning error: 0.011m, -0.006m, 0.023m.

Figure 2.6 Performance of GPS+GLONASS+Beidou

From the data above, GPS and GLONASS have a good performance of PPP. Their position

results are stable. The Beidou and Galileo are worse. The elevation of the satellite and DOP of

the observation affects the performance of PPP. GPS, GLONASS, and Beidou have a better

DOP and more observations than Galileo. It makes Galileo’s position error large. When

several systems used, the DOP will decrease, which means a better constellation geometric

position distribution. Also, the use of several systems will increase the number of

observations. As a result, the positioning error and convergence will improve.

To further verify the correctness of our algorithm, more observations of the station ABMF,

URUM, GODS, DYNG, MATE, WUH2 are used. Figure 2.7 shows the stations’ distribution.

The statistic results of the positioning are shown in Table 2.6.

—IF —UPPP
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Figure 2.7 The distribution of IGS stations

Table 2.6 Statistical analysis of data results of UPPP results
E/m N/m U/m convergence time/min

GPS 0.032 -0.044 0.033 42
GLONASS 0.025 -0.006 0.037 38
Galileo 0.049 0.027 0.045 55
Beidou 0.05 -0.0623 0.0357 76
GPS+ GLONASS+ Beidou 0.020 -0.010 0.021 28

Table 2.6 is the average UPPP results of observations of the ABMF, URUM, GODS, DYNG,

MATE, WUH2 on May 10th, 2020. That GPS’s and GLONASS’s positioning performances

are similar, better than Galileo’s and Beidou’s. When we use GPS, GLONASS and Beidou

together, the geometric position of the three systems, and the observations become more. The

positioning performance will improve.

2.6 Summary

This chapter introduces three main PPP functions, IF PPP, UofC PPP, UPPP. We analyze the

characters and differences among the PPP functions. IF and UofC PPP eliminates the

ionospheric effect. Comparing to the IF, UPPP estimates the ionospheric delay and others.

UPPP keeps all error sources in the signal propagation and avoids the impact of noise

amplification and multipath errors caused by the combination of the GNSS observations. The

stochastic model can be used to constrain and evaluate the observations when we estimate the

solutions.
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Also, this chapter introduces the error model we will use to improve the PPP’s performance,

analyzing the error before and after correction. Then, IGS station URUM’s GNSS

observations is used to analyze the performance of the IF PPP and UPPP algorithm. The

UPPP model ensures that the average positioning convergence time is within 60 minutes, and

the positioning error is within 10 cm, which is better than IF PPP. When using several

systems, the position performance will improve, especially in the convergence time.
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3 Ionospheric characteristic and extraction

This chapter is about ionospheric characteristics. It will describe how the ionosphere moves

and its specific features in Section 3.1. Also, Section 3.2 introduces the propagation of GNSS

signals in the ionosphere has a certain regularity. Then, section 3.3 shows the methods used to

extract the slant total electronic content (STEC). Section 3.4 is about the experiment and

discussion.

3.1 Ionospheric characteristic

The ionosphere is stratified into three layers, D, E, and F [51]. The D layer is the lowest and

generates variations in the electronic density at sunrise and sunset. Its average electronic

density is about 102-104/cm3. The E layer is higher, about 90-140km. Its electronic density is

higher than the D layer. For the F layer, we usually divide this layer into the F1 layer and the

F2 layer. The F1 layer ranges from 140-200km whose electronic density is 1016cm. The

Chapman model can explain the E layer and the F layer. The electron density of the F2 layer

accounts for the largest proportion in the ionosphere, which is the most concerned layer in

ionospheric research. Usually, these four ionospheric layers are modeled. The activities of the

ionosphere contain two aspects: regular variations caused by the large-scale changes and

disturbances caused by sudden fluctuations in solar activities.

3.1.1 Regular variations

Regular variations in ionospheric are affected by the cycles of solar activity. Sunspots can

represent solar activity. For a day’s routine changes in the ionosphere, the maximum amount

of electricity will be produced at 14:00 local time, and the ionosphere will have the greatest

impact at this time. Also, the ionosphere has different electron densities in different seasons,

which is called a seasonal anomaly. It usually shows that the amount of electricity at noon in

winter is larger than that in summer. The reason for this phenomenon is mostly the high

electronic recombination rate in summer [52].

We have already introduced the change characteristics of the ionosphere over time. Moreover,

the spatial distribution also has a specific influence on the ionosphere. The geomagnetic field

is essential for the formation of the ionosphere [53]. According to different latitudes and

geomagnetic fields, the ionospheric region is divided into equator, mid-latitude and auroral

(polar) regions. The equatorial region has the largest electron density and is susceptible to the
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effects of ionospheric scintillation, causing equatorial anomalies. Mid-latitudes are the most

stable, and mid-latitudes in the northern hemisphere are easy to model the ionosphere. The

electron density in the aurora region will decrease significantly.

3.1.2 Disturbances

A disturbance that is very violent but not long-lasting (usually a few minutes to a few hours),

it only occurs in the D layer of the ionosphere on the sunlit surface. Solar flares cause this

disturbance. The intense far-ultraviolet radiation and X-rays emitted from the flare area reach

the Earth after about 8 minutes, causing the Earth's sun-facing ionosphere, especially the

electron density in the D layer, to increase suddenly [52]. This phenomenon is called sudden

ionospheric disturbance. When this kind of disturbance occurs, the radio wave propagation

state from VLF to VHF changes drastically [54].

Ionospheric disturbances generally last from several hours to several days. It can be divided

into three stages. In the initial or normal phase, the electron density increases and reaches its

peak or highest point, and lasts for several hours. In the negative phase, the previous peak

electron density decreases and can last for several days. In the recovery phase, the ionospheric

electron density returns to normal [52].

3.2 GNSS signals propagation in the ionosphere

The velocity of the GNSS signals in a vacuum is constant, about 83 10 m/s . The speed will

change caused by refraction when the signal enters the atmosphere. Then, we can get the

refractive index of a medium (n) which is equal to the ratio of the speed of light (c) to the

GNSS velocity in ionospheric medium (v) [55]. The formula 3-1 can calculate the

atmospheric delay ( ).

Re Re
( ) ( 1)

Transmitter Transmitter

ceiver ceiver
n l dl n dl      (3-1)

This formula means integrating the path of each refraction ( l ) on the transmission path and

subtracting it from a distance between the receiver and the transmitter (  ) to obtain the

atmospheric delay.
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To calculate the total electron content (TEC) and the ionospheric delay or advance, we can

integrate the transmission velocity [40]. Then the ionospheric geometric delays are obtained.

The transmission differential of phase and code is as follows:

31 2
, 2 3 4

31 2
, 2 3 42 3

j
j j j

g j
j j j

ss sl
f f f

ss sl
f f f


    


     


(3-2)

Where

, jl and ,g jl are the range propagation difference for carrier phase and code at frequency jf

respectively;

1 40.309 es N dl   ;

12
2 1.1284 10 cos eB N dls    ;

 2 22 2 2
3 812.42 1.5793 10 1 cose eN d N B dls       ;

B is the magnetic field intensity at the ionospheric pierce point (IPP) where the ray path from

the satellite to the reference receiver intersects with the thin shell [47];

 is the propagation direction’s angle between the signal ray and the magnetic field at the IPP.

The first-order ionosphere accounts for 99.9% of the ionospheric delay and can produce

meter-level errors, up to tens of meters. When the altitude angle is small, STEC can cause

errors larger than 100 meters. Due to edge effects, the higher-order ionospheric term is

ignored. The total electronic density can be calculated as follows [56]:

eTEC N dl  (3-3)

16 21  10 /TECU el m . 1  TECU is equal to 0.16 meters for the delay of GPS L1 and 0.27

meters for the delay of GPS L2.
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3.3 STEC extraction methods

There are four common methods to extract the STEC, smooth code method, and PPP methods

(IF model, UofC model, and UPPP model). The ionospheric observations are more accurate

using PPP methods, compare to the smoothed code method.

3.3.1 Smoothed code

The code observation will be low quality, affected by the noise. Whereas, we need to

calculate the ambiguity in the phase measurements. Using smoothed code can minimize the

error of the code observation. This method also avoids resolving the ambiguity resolution.

The critical steps are:(1) find a continuous arc;(2) compute the average of carrier phase

measurement ( 3 ) and code ( 3P ); (3) correct the error [18]. This method’s main idea is

calculating the average value of a continuous arc and using the result to smooth the code.

More details are in 3-4 to 3- 7:

2 1 2 1 1/ 2 1/3 2 2 s r
P P P P PP P P I I DCB DCB       (3-4)

1 2 2 1 13 / 2 1/ 2 2r s
II I B DPB DPB              (3-5)

 3 3
1

3 31/
n

r s
I P P piarc

P n P N b b         (3-6)

 1 2 1 223 /3 3 1 / / s r
smt P P P P p parc

P I I DCB DCB timeO             (3-7)

Where

smtO is the ionospheric observation in smoothed code method;

is the expectation algorithm;

p is the multipath effect.

Although the smoothed code method can obtain the ionospheric delay conveniently and

directly, it is hard for smoothed code methods to find a proper arc to decrease the effect of

code noise [32]. Hence, the smoothed code method is not suitable for high accurate

ionospheric modeling later.
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3.3.2 PPP model

The PPP methods are different from the smoothed code method. It uses the function of PPP to

extract the STEC. The results are much more accurate than the former methods.

The IF model and UofC method are based on the carrier phase measurement ( 3 ) and code

( 3P ). IF and UofC models can eliminate the ionospheric effect. Then, the ionospheric

observations are recovered through the estimated ambiguity resolution. The basic idea is to

find the proper parameter to replace the 3 3 arc
P  in the smoothed code [57].

This thesis mainly discusses how to use the UPPP model to extract the ionospheric delays.

According to 2-5, the ionospheric delays are estimated as unknown solutions. Then,

ionospheric delays are extracted as the resolve positioning results using KF, epoch by epoch

[19]. Then,
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(3-8)

Where, UPPPO are the ionospheric observations and 1I is the estimated ionospheric

observations.

Table 3.1 comparison between smoothed code method and UPPP

Method Satellite
clock

Observations’
number

Unknowns’
number

Freedom’s
number

Observations’
variance

Biases

Smoothed
code
method

N/A N/A N/A N/A /p time DCBs
Levelling
error

UPPP code clock 4n 3+1+1+3n n-5  DCBS

Table 3.1 shows a comparison between the smoothed code and UPPP. The table compares

them in terms of six aspects such as the satellite clock, observations’ variance, biases, and

observations’, unknowns’, and freedom’s number. The smoothed code method takes levelling
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error into account. So, the ionospheric observations from UPPP are more accurate than the

smoothed code.

3.4 Experimental results and analysis

We extract the ionospheric delays by smoothed code method and UPPP methods at the

American CORS stations MOJC, MONE, MOMV on May 10th, 2020 and compare the results

with the STEC simulated by GIM. Figure 3.1 show results.

(a) MOJC: Ionospheric delay by smoothed code (b) MOJC: Ionospheric delay by UPPP

(c) MOJC: STEC by GIM (d) MONE: Ionospheric delay by smoothed code
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(e) MONE: Ionospheric delay by UPPP (f) MONE: STEC by GIM

(g) MOMV: Ionospheric delay by smoothed code (h) MOMV: Ionospheric delay by UPPP

(i) MOMV: STEC by GIM

Figure 3.1 Estimated ionospheric delays of the MOJC, MONE, MOMV with UPPP model in 2020, May, 10th.
The right hand, (a), (d), (g) is the corresponding ionospheric delay estimated by smoothed code, (b), (e), (h) is
the corresponding ionospheric delay estimated by UPPP,( c), (e), (i) is the corresponding STEC simulated by
GIM.
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Due to the convergence may cost about 60min, the ionospheric delays will contain errors. So

we use the ionospheric delays from 1hour to 24 hours. In Figure 3.1, each line means the

ionospheric observations of the corresponding receiver when a satellite is moving. We

conclude the ionospheric delay between satellites and receivers on May 10th, 2020. Figure 3.1

is the corresponding simulated results. In Figure 3.1, the actual observed value and the curve

trend of the simulated STEC are relatively similar, but because GIM itself also has an error of

2-8 TECU, the curve is not the same. Due to the existence of the satellite and receiver DCB,

the two curves have a relatively fixed deviation. And because the smoothed code needs to find

the continuous epoch, so the number of ionospheric delays are less than the UPPP’s.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, ionospheric characteristics is analyzed about the time and space distribution

characteristics. Also, regular variations and disturbances are common ionospheric activities.

The regular variations are the predictable part of the ionosphere, whereas the disturbances are

hard to predict. Due to media inconsistency, there will be refraction when the GNSS signals

enter into the ionosphere. This phenomenon will also lead to changes in path and propagation

speed. Ionospheric delay is a vital error source that affects the poisoning results.

Then, we list several methods that are commonly used and compare the smoothed code

methods and UPPP methods. At last, we use the GNSS observable data of the MOJC, MONE,

MOMV to extract the ionospheric delays using UPPP and compare them with the simulated

value obtained from GIM.
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4 Ionospheric modeling

As mentioned before, there are several applications model of the ionosphere. One is an

empirical model, such as the IRI model, the NeQuick model. The other is forecast models

such as Klobuchar, BDGIM. This chapter will introduce the traditional mathematical

algorithm to model the ionosphere and analyze their features and differences in Section 4.1.

Section 4.2 enumerates the common mapping function for mathematical modeling. Then,

according to the observations of the American CORS on May 10th, 2020, we calculate the

VTEC using a polynomial model and spherical harmonic function model, comparing them

with the GIM in Section 4.3.

4.1 Mathematical model

For the ionospheric model, it is generally difficult for us to express it directly. Assuming that

there is a "thin shell" on the outside of the Earth, we use mathematical models to characterize

it. There are three common methods, polynomial model, trigonometric model, and spherical

harmonic function model. We will introduce these three models and explain their

characteristics.

4.1.1 Polynomial model

The polynomial model refers to the use of the Taylor expansion principle to express the

regional site in a certain period as a polynomial function related to the geographic latitude of

the precise ionospheric point (IPP) and the sun angle [58].

0 0
0 0

( ) ( )
M N

m n
mn

m n
VTEC E S S 

 

   (4-1)

Where

mnE is the unknown coefficient of the polynomial function;

N and M are the maximum orders of the polynomial function in latitude and longitude;

 and 0 are the IPP and the center latitude;

 and 0 are the IPP and the center longitude;
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S , 0S is the solar time angle where is the central point ( , )  of the observable region at the

time t and 0t , respectively;

Then, 0 0 0( ) ( )
12

S S t t       .

Large amounts of studies have shown that the polynomial model has a simple structure, high

computational efficiency, and superior performance. It can obtain high fitting accuracy in a

small area and within a short time. However, the polynomial model is challenging to extend

to a very high order because its function base is not orthogonal. So that global resolution may

contain a large error.

4.1.2 Trigonometric model

We can also use the trigonometric series function to state the VTEC model. The formula

shows below [59].

 
7

1 2 3 2 2 1
2

cos[( 1) ] sin[( 1) ]ipp i i
i

VTEC a a h a h a i h a i h 


       (4-2)

Where,

( 1,...15)ia i  are the unknown coefficients;

2 ( 14)
24
th  

 is the function of the local hour (t) of the IPP.

This model is designed according to the regulation in the ionosphere. That is during the day,

the cosine changes with the local time (t), and generally reaches the maximum at 14:00. The

difference is stable and relatively small at night, and the difference is not apparent with the

local time. However, this model has a large fitting error.

4.1.3 Trigonometric model

Another mathematical model is a spherical harmonic function model, which was proposed by

Schaer et al. in 1999 [58].

max

0 0
(sin )( cos( ) sin( ))

n n

nm nm nm
n m

VTEC P A m B m  
 

  (4-3)
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1sin (sin sin cos cos cos( ))M IPP M IPP IPP M         (4-4)

  0( )
12IPP SUN IPP t t         (4-5)

Where,

maxn is the maximum degree of spherical harmonic expansion;

nmP is the Legendre function with degree n and order m;

nmA , nmB are the unknown parameter;

IPP and IPP are the geographic latitude and longitude at the IPP;

M and M are the geomagnetic latitude and longitude;

SUN is the meridian longitude through the centroid of the Earth and the sun.

Compared with polynomials, the spherical harmonic function model has a more complicated

structure and calculation process. Still, it can better characterize the spherical characteristics

of the ionosphere in a large area.

4.2 Mapping function

The VTEC is the vertical total electronic content. However, in real propagation, the transmit

path is slant. The STEC is the integration of electron density along the propagation path [60].

Then,

   
1 1 1 1

STEC
cos

m m m msat e ii i
e e i i iirev ii i i ii

i

N d VN dl N l M Vd Z
l

 
 





   

         (4-6)

Where,

sat and rev are the satellite and receiver;

m is the number of layers;

i is the index of the current layer;
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il , id are the slant and vertical height unit of the thi layer;

iZ
 is the zenith distance at IPP of the thi layer;

iM is the mapping function of the thi layer;

iV is the VTEC of the thi layer;

The common assumption is that there is a single layer on the height of the Earth, which means

that 1n  . The mapping function is used to realize the conversion from VTEC to STEC.

Figure 4.1 Scheme of the ionospheric SLM

According to Figure 4.1, we can express the single layer mapping(SLM) function as below:

2

2 2

1 1/ 1 sin
cos

1/ 1 sin( ) 1/ 1 cos( )e e

e ion e ion

MF z
z

R Rz Elev
R H R H


  

   
          

(4-7)

eR is the Earth’s radius;

ionH is the significant height of the SLM;

z is the zenith angle at the IPP;

z is the zenith distance at a station along the LOS;

E le v is the elevation at a receiver station.
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Also, the modified single layer mapping (M-SLM) function is a method improved from SLM

function.

2

1/ 1 sin(0.9782*( ))
2

e

e ion

RMF Az
R H

 
    

(4-8)

The formula 4-8 uses a coefficient of the zenith angle, about 0.9782 when the height is 506.7

kilometres.

According to the former discussion in Session 4.2, Session 4.3 and Session 3.3, we can

conclude the formula as:
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The obsSTEC is the ionospheric delay extracted from the Smoothed conde method or UPPP.

Others are the same as the definition above. The iV can be represented by the mathematic

model. As a result, we can use the DCB file from IGS center to eliminate the DCB of the

satellites and use the Kalman filter or Least Square method to resolve the model’s parameters

and the receivers’ DCB.

4.3 Experimental results and analysis

For ionospheric modeling, multi-station fitting model results are better than the single station.

The IGS stations are far away from each other, which is complicated for ionospheric

modeling. We use the America CORS static stations. As we see in Figure 4.2, their latitude

and longitude range is from 35o to 41o and from -95o to -90o respectively. So we use the data

on May 10th, 2020. The stations’ distance is about hundreds of kilometers. According to the

stations’ distributions, we set the spherical harmonic model’s and the polynomial model’s

order to second. We extracted the STEC value by the UPPP method described in Chapter 3.

Then, we choose the data from 1 a.m. to avoid the effect caused by the convergence. For high-

quality data, we choose the GNSS observations whose elevations are lager than 30o. Figure

4.2 is the stations’ distribution.
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Figure 4.2 the USA CORS stations’ distribution

Then we use the spherical harmonic model and the polynomial model to model the

ionospheric. Figure 4.3 is the comparison between the VTEC value of one day and the GIM

VTEC value under different modeling methods. It shows that these two models can represent

the ionospheric activities. The changing trend is similar.

Figure 4.3 Comparison between the spherical harmonic model, the polynomial model, and GIM
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However, GIM is not correct. The error is about 2 to 8 TECUs. So we need to illustrate the

results using positioning. Figure 4.4 tells that when we use the modelled VTEC as the

constrain, the accuracy of the position is better than using GIM. The convergence time of

spherical harmonic model-constrain UPPP and polynomial model-constrain UPPP is both

about 16.5 min, which reduces 2 min than using GIM as a constraint.

Figure 4.4 PPP position error based with ionosphere constraints based the VTEC reconstructed by two models
and GIM.

4.4 Summary

This chapter introduces three mathematic models and analyzes their features. The polynomial

model and the spherical harmonic function model are much more efficient. Then, we use the

American CORS stations’ GNSS observations to extract STEC, modeling the ionospheric

layers. The results show that the modeled VTEC constraint can improve UPPP’s performance

and reduce the convergence time comparing the GIM VTEC constraint. The convergence time

of the three directions of NEU is guaranteed to be within 60 minutes, and the convergence

time is shortened by 10%.
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5 Tomography model

In Chapter 4, we have known that the traditional model is single layers. According to 4-6, the

model error will exist if we use a single layer. Because the accurate propagation consists of

different refraction paths, the single-layer model does not represent the ionosphere well. In

this chapter, we use CST to model the ionosphere. Section 5.1 introduces the theory of CST.

We use the observations of American CORS sites on May 10th, 2020, to model the 3D

electron density of the small area and analyze the results.

5.1 Compressed Sensing Tomography

This thesis proposed a method that is utilizing the ground stations’ GNSS observations to

reconstruct the ionospheric layer. The main idea is using the empirical model IRI or NeQuick

as primary data, extracting the vital information as a basis by Principal Components Analysis,

and using compressed sensing to reconstruct the three-dimension ionospheric electronic

density.

5.1.1 Principal Components Analysis

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is extracting the main feature of the main input matrix,

weed out the noise and unimportant information through compress high-dimensional matrix

to low dimensional. The main idea of PCA is finding the principal component of the largest

difference in the data matrix. Usually, we calculate the covariance matrix, obtain the

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, select the k eigenvectors whose eigenvalues are large,

and then form them into a matrix. In this way, we can transform the data matrix into low

dimensions. Giving a data matrix N MX  , we get the foremost step in the following [61]:

(1) De-averaging (decentralization), that is, each feature minus its average, getting the new

matrix A;

(2) Obtain the covariance matrix 1/ TCov M A A  , and calculate its eigenvectors and

eigenvalues;

(3) Choose the k eigenvectors whose eigenvalues are large and construct them into the

transform matrix N kP  ;
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(4) Get the final result: TY P X .

By the steps above, we can get significant information from the primary data matrix, which

will be beneficial to process the data.

5.1.2 Compressed Sensing

Compressed sensing, also known as compressed sampling (Candes, J. Romberg, T. Tao, 2004)

is a method of processing limited data to reverse the original data from the limited data [62].

Compressed sensing needs to meet two prerequisites: sparsity and irrelevance. The specific

meaning is that the input value needs to be sparse in a particular domain of transform and the

observable matrix and the transform matrix are incoherent [63]. First, the original equation is:

Y X  (5-1)

Where Y is the observations, X is the estimated solution and  is the observable matrix.

Compressed sensing will transform the X into the sparse domain using a sparse matrix,

getting  , then X s  . The final formula is,

Y s   (5-2)

Then, our question is changing from finding the proper X to s.

5.1.3 Compressed Sensing Tomography algorithm

In GNSS observations, there will be a ray path between each satellite and each station, which

is also an ionospheric delay. As seen in Figure 5.1, a GNSS propagation ray will go through

the ionospheric layer. According to 3-3, the STEC is equal to integrating the electron density

on the transmission path. The ionospheric layer is divided into 3D grids with longitude,

latitude, and height of 0.5 , 0.5 , and 50km, respectively. Assume that each grid’s electronic

density is homogeneous, STEC can be equal to the sum of the multiplication result of the path

and the electronic density in each grid. The path can be separated in each grid, getting the

observable matrix
lat lon, NheightM N NB   and the electronic density grid

lat lon N ,1heightN NX   . M is the

number of STECs, latN and lonN is longitude and latitude grids’ number, respectively. heightN

is the number of grids in height. Then,

lat lon lat lon, N N ,1height heightM M N N N NY B X    (5-3)
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Because the satellites’ DCB is eliminated by available data from IGS and cannot ignore the

receivers’ DCB, the influence of the receiver's DCB should be eliminate by the single

difference between satellites. The result is called dSTEC. We will calculate the dSTEC in the

following step: After choosing a station (r3), we find the satellite with the highest elevation

corresponding to the station, setting this satellite as the reference satellite (s3). Then, we

subtract the reference satellite’s (s3) STEC from other observation satellites’ (s1, s2, s4)

STEC at this site to get the STEC difference between satellites, also known as dSTEC.

Figure 5.1 dSTEC calculation example

Then we get the dSTEC’s formula:

lat lon lat lon lat lon lat lon, N N ,1 , N N ,1height height height height

o ref o ref
M M M N N N N M N N N NdSTEC Y Y B X B X           (5-4)

From section 5.1.3, the sparse matrix  is needed to transform
lat lon N ,1heightN NX   . We use the IRI

model to calculate this region’s electronic density over a fixed period in the past, getting

priorNe whose rows’ and columns’ number are A and N N H  . Then PCA is to extract k

significant grids,
lat lon, Nheightk N NNe   .

Then, the compressed sensing theory and convex optimization are set to solve the problem by

setting the objective function [64].

 2

2 1
arg m in dstec dstecs Y B s s       (5-5)
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We use the L2 to constrain the residual of observations and reconstructed value and use the

L1 norm regularization term to make s sparse.

5.2 Experimental results and analysis

After adding the station number based on the experimental data in chapter 4, about 80 stations

for obtaining more GNSS propagation paths,we update the stations’ distribution in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.2 American CORS stations distribution on May 10th, 2020

The compressed sensing tomography can reconstruct the ionospheric electronic density based

on the GNSS observations and fit the dSTEC and compare them with the input dSTEC.

(a) Reconstructed model (b) IRI model

Figure 5.2 reconstructed and IRI electronic density model based on American CORS stations distribution on
May 10th, 2020

Figure 5.2(a) is the result of the reconstructed electronic density model, which is similar to the

IRI model in Figure 5.2(b). Due to the IRI model has large error comparing to the true

electronic density. So we also need to simulate the dSTECs using the reconstructed model and
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compare them to the true observations. Figure 5.3 shows the results. The X-axis and Y-axis

are the Ray index and dSTEC, respectively. We can see they almost overlap. The root square

mean of error between simulated dSTECs and true dSTECs is 0.8 TECU.

Figure 5.3 Comparison between simulated dSTECs and true dSTECs

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce the compressed sensing tomographic model to decrease two-

dimension ionospheric modeling based on thin shell models’ and empirical projection

functions’ limitations. We use the IRI model as prior information and extract the most

significant information using the PCA method. We set the PCA’s results as the basis. For

input STEC, we use the single difference between satellites to eliminate the receivers’ DCB,

getting dSTEC. We reconstruct the three-dimension model of the ionospheric layers by

compressed sensing methods. Then, we use the three-dimension model to construct the

dSTEC and compare it with the input dSTEC. The root means square of error is less than

1TECU
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis concentrates on the procedure of modeling the ionosphere and illustrates whether

the regional high accuracy ionospheric prior model can reduce the convergence time. The

piece consists of three aspects: the procedure and error source of precise point positioning, the

STEC extracting methods, and ionospheric modeling methods. The following are the major

works:

1.the analysis of PPP methods based on the GNSS

This thesis lists three traditional precise point positioning methods and analyzes their features.

The stochastic models can weigh observations to make better use of the data. Also, we use the

empirical model and free correction data to decrease the effect of the error source in the

GNSS propagation. After these processes, we can make the position error under 10 cm. The

convergence time will be shortened compared with the traditional IF PPP. It proves the

superiority of the method. After the experiments, we can conclude that the UPPP and IF PPP

can both get a centimeter-level

2.the STEC extraction methods

This thesis studies the popular STEC extracting methods, illustrating the advantages of the

UPPP methods. Through the comparison between the estimated STEC and STEC calculated

by GIM, we can see that our estimated results are similar to prior STEC. These data are

suitable for modeling later.

3.the ionospheric modeling methods

According to the former work, we gain the estimated STEC. Considering the thin shell model,

we put forward the spherical harmonic function model and the polynomial model to model the

ionospheric layer. The experimental results represent the regional model can improve the

positioning performance.

4.Tomography model

We propose a compressed sensing tomographic model to decrease two-dimension ionospheric

modeling based on thin shell models’ and empirical projection functions’ limitations. We use
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experimental data to verify that the model is a high-precision 3D ionospheric electron density

model.

6.2 Future Work

Based on the UPPP positioning model, the ionospheric time-delay extraction and regional

modeling have been systematically and intensely studied, and we have obtained specific

results. However, the study still has some shortcomings:

1.We use four Systems to perform positioning. However, in STEC extraction and modeling,

because of the lack of relevant observation data, we mainly study GPS data. We need to

investigate further on GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou.

2.When calculating the resolution of UPPP, we use the float resolution. It will make the

convergence time longer, which brings a massive noise to the STEC and increase the

difficulty of modeling the VTEC ionosphere. The ambiguity resolution fixed methods

should be implemented into STEC extraction.

3.The tomography algorithm relies on the prior electronic density models such as IRI or

NeQuick. We need to consider some methods to improve the algorithm’s robustness.
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